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When the bandstructure of a topologically trivial insulator evolves into that of a quantum 
spin Hall, the gap closes and inverts gradually. The situation can drastically change if the 
electrons experience a strong Coulomb repulsion. The second-order phase transition turns 
into a discontinuous one and the system eschews to be fine-tuned to a gapless semimetal 
[1].  
In this talk I am going to show that two-orbital microscopic models for two- and three-
dimensional topological insulators display a first-order phase transition. This originates 
from the asymmetry resulting from the rapid growth of the many-body character on the 
non-trivial side, while the band insulator persists in its Hartree nature [1, 2]. This blending 
between non-trivial topology and local orbital physics is the key physical ingredient which 
allows us to define local observables diverging at the quantum critical point. 
 
The boundary modes in the topologically non-trivial phase are influenced by the presence 
of the high-spin Mott insulating phase at even larger values of U. We indeed observe a 
boundary reconstruction in 2D: the edge states get gapped out in the outmost part of the 
slab and settle in sub-peripheral layers [3]. Upon allowing for time-reversal symmetry 
breaking this turns into an interesting coexistence of correlated metallic modes and 
antiferromagnetism [4]. 
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